


THE STORY OF
STEPHANE RAYNOR.

THE GUY THAT
FIXED LONDON FROM

HIS UNDERGROUND

CONTROL PAD.
MODS, HIPPIES, DUB, 

SOUL BOYS, PUNKS,

NEW ROMANTICS, THE

FASHIONISTA, ACID HOUSE,

NIGHT CLUBBING,

HIPSTERS & QUEER.
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All About The Boy
By Stephane Raynor

£29.95
USA$44.95 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-65-1

Dimensions
285x235mm

Pagination
240pp

Format
Hardback

Discover the true story of the man behind the iconic
London fashion label ‘BOY’ told by the man himself -
Stephane Raynor. Packed with punk attitude and original
photography, buy a ticket and take the ride. Join Raynor on
a journey through a life less ordinary - lived in a tireless
pursuit for THE NEW.

Artist, innovator, designer, anarchist, hedonist, maverick,
Raynor lives like he means it. The guy behind the guy
behind the guy - he was there man...fomenting and
agitating in the background of punk, new romantic, acid
house, you name it.

A VISION OF A WORLD where ordinary people can live like
pop stars.

Artist, innovator, designer,

anarchist, hedonist, maverick,

Raynor lives like he means it
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The true skins have never gone away. Skinhead is the only
British style tribe that still genuinely scares people.

1969 is happening again...

Number two all over. Ben Sherman shirt. Braces. Doc
Martens. Harrington jacket. Trojan records. Ska music.
Tattoos. Pints. Pubs. Football. Respect. Working class
pride. 

“SKINS: a way of life.” is a beautiful hardcover
collection of photographs of skinhead culture from
the late 1960’s throughout the 1980’s. Many of
these images have never been published before.
Presented with a series of articles, commentary and
quotations designed to celebrate the essence of the
skinhead cult.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

SKINS
A Way Of Life
Patrick Potter

£16.95
USA$24.95 CAN$26.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-66-8

Dimensions
220x165mm

Pagination
192pp

Format
Hardback

N
E
W
 T
IT
LEIncludes never before seen

images capturing the defiant

spirit and eccentric creativity

of British Youth

NEW
RELEASE
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Two Finger Salute

Second  bookin a collection

celebrating
British youth
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Derek Ridgers
Photographs
Derek Ridgers

£34.95
USA$45.00 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-69-9

Dimensions
328x233mm

Pagination
240pp

Format
Hardback

Derek Ridgers is one of the UK’s foremost portrait
photographers with a career spanning forty years. He is
best known for his photography of music, film and
club/street culture – photographing everyone from James
Brown to The Spice Girls, from Clint Eastwood to Johnny
Depp.

During his career, Ridgers has worked for many
publications, including Time Out, The Sunday Telegraph,
NME, The Face, Loaded, The Sunday Times, The Sunday
Independent, GQ Style and Arena.

40 years of portraiture covering

music, film, popular culture,

sport and fashion
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Creaticity collects together the diverse urban creative
expressions now springing up all over the world, from New
York, Barcelona, Beijing, Rotterdam, Beirut, Paris and Chicago
to Penang, London and Seoul. The book casts light on a new
artistic outlook being laid down around the public space,
which in the process creates citizens creatively committed to
their cities, inhabitants who go from being passive observers
to active agents right where they live. 

Creaticity seeks to draw attention to the work of these new
urban warriors, whose actions destroy all barriers and promote
a real appropriation of public space: urban and plastic artists,
sculptors, acrobats, architects, performers, artivists, critics,
guerrillas, spontaneous agents of creativity enacted with wit,
extravagance and daring.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Creaticity
Creative Expressions in
Contemporary Cities

Arcadia Poch & Daniela Poch

£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$45.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-67-5

Dimensions
240x196mm

Pagination
260pp

Format
Hardback

N
E
W
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LE

The wide world of urban

emotions, known as the New

Culture of Urban Creativity

NEW
RELEASE
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Follow in the footsteps of French photographer Jonathan
‘Jonk’ Jimenez as he tries to track down ‘Spomeniks’, the
super-sized public structures 

Like spaceships conspicuously parked up in the middle of
nowhere - alien to their surroundings, their bizarre beauty
deriving from both their abstract location and imaginative
symbolism.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Spomeniks
Jonathan ‘Jonk’ Jimenez

£19.95
USA$29.95 CAN$32.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-68-2

Dimensions
297x210mm

Pagination
200pp

Format
Hardback

N
E
W
 T
IT
LE

History, Art and Politics

depicted in supersized

structures

NEW
RELEASE
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Youth cultures never die. Every time someone falls in love
with a style, an attitude, a posture, a way of seeing the
world; that subculture is reborn, just as imminent and vital
as it was the moment that it first appeared.

The Two Finger Salute series explores the enduring power
of British Youth Rebel cultures from 1950 onwards with
photography, essays and interviews.

• Features many images never before seen of Mods in
their heyday

• The Mod phenomenon contemporized with
commentary and essays that explore its legacy and
philosophy

MODS
A Way Of Life
Patrick Potter

First title in a collection of

books under the ‘Two Finger

Salute’ series featuring the

heyday of Mod from 64-66

12

£16.95
USA$24.95 CAN$32.45

ISBN
978-1-908211-59-0

Dimensions
220x165mm

Pagination
192pp

Format
Hardback

Two Finger Salute

First book
in a collection

celebrating
British youth

NEW
RELEASE
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People either love this book, or

they hate it, or they’ve never

heard of it

Updated 2018 edition. The single best collection of
photography of Banksy’s street work that has ever been
assembled for print. If that isn’t enough there are some
words too. You Are An Acceptable Level of Threat covers his
entire street art career, spanning the late '90s right up to
2017.

This new edition includes his groundbreaking ‘Dismaland’
show, The Walled Off Hotel, Brexit, Basquiat, the Calais
refugee crisis wake-up, as well as new works from Gaza and
Bristol.

Banksy
You Are An Acceptable
Level Of Threat
Gary Shove & Patrick Potter

£24.95
USA$37.50 CAN$40.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-30-9

Dimensions
259x221mm

Pagination
240pp

Format
Hardback

BEST
SELLER

M
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NEW
& UPDATED:

WALLED OFF
HOTEL,

DISMALAND,
BREXIT
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Memento Mori, reminders of mortality were supposed to
make us more pious - did it ever work? The vanity of
pleasure - doesn’t make pleasure any less pleasurable.
Dance while you can.

In 2016 Rebecca Lilith Bathory travelled around the world
to 20 countries to visit 100 dark tourist sites in UK,
Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Switzerland, France,
Italy, Mexico, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Philippines,
Japan, Poland, Slovakia, India, USA, Indonesia, Ukraine
and Cuba, to explore the interesting historical parts of
these dark parts of our history.

Dark Tourism
Rebecca Bathory

£24.95
USA$45.00 CAN$47.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-51-4

Dimensions
251x251mm

Pagination
240pp

Format
Hardback

A collection of exquisite

photographs captured in places

associated with death and

tragedy around the world

NEW
RELEASE



Trump has it. Obama owned it. Putin would kill for it; if
you’ve got Spinfluence, then you can twist the truth,
influence opinion and control the masses. The new Fake
News Special Edition of the Spinfluence comes fully
loaded with the latest highly-classified information about
the most toxic propaganda on the planet. Is Fake News
responsible for a conman winning the Whitehouse? Who is
really guilty of pedalling ‘alternative facts’?

The first edition of Spinfluence was banned in dozens of
countries around the world, so get your hands on a copy of
the new Fake News Special Edition and discover the
secrets behind the spin… before it’s too late.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Spinfluence
The Hardcore Propaganda Manual
NEW Fake News Special Edition

Nick McFarlane

£16.95
USA$24.95 CAN$32.45

ISBN
978-1-908211-64-4

Dimensions
214x160mm

Pagination
288pp

Format
Hardback

NEW larger format with new

content and new graphics.

Special FAKE NEWS EDITION

15
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£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-61-3

Dimensions
297x210mm

Pagination
240pp

Format
Hardback

Naturalia is a curated collection of images showcasing
urban ruins reclaimed by nature. Ornate country mansions,
luxury modernist designer homes, stone churches, farm
holdings, factories, institutions, private homes, train
stations, planes, cars, tanks, trains, palatial courtyards,
plantation mansions, spaces of work and play, life and
death, all in the vivid processes of reclamation. A wide
range of architectural styles from classical to hyper-modern
are pictured in the grip of wild, resurgent nature.

And if we disappeared tomorrow? In just a hundred years
the great cities of the world would look like this.

Naturalia
Reclaimed By Nature

Jonathan ‘Jonk’ Jimenez

A fascinating and

disturbing collection of

natural history

photography

from all over the world

NEW
RELEASE



The new Creative Activism, or, as it is usually called, Artivism,
is becoming a common way of denouncing conflicts, of being
a megaphone of the unfairness, demanding more public
space or pushing political and social agendas; in short, to
highlight what does not work well. 

Artivists use art as a weapon of public and social exigency
charged with particular doses of shrewdness, inventiveness,
imagination, sense of humor and, above all, social impact,
either throughout impressive pieces or the most subtle and
invisible actions. Tricks and provocation are allies of our artists
who, by the means of their wit, can tease the Russian KGB,
face corporate giants that no lawyer in the world would face or
simply seek the urban poetic beauty to open a new
relationship of the Citizens with their own city. 

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Artivism
Arcadia Poch and Daniela Poch

£19.95
USA$34.95 CAN$45.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-62-0

Dimensions
240x196mm

Pagination
208pp

Format
Hardback

Creativity committed to reflection,

criticism and the eternal pursuit

of social justice

17
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£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$48.50

ISBN
978-1-908211-56-9

Dimensions
230x320mm

Pagination
160pp

Format
Hardback

In The Eighties
Portraits From Another Time
Derek Ridgers

Maligned, misunderstood and fetishized the 1980’s stands
as the decade when post-modern life began in the west,
and London was at the epicenter of this shift.

An explosion of creativity took place against a backdrop of
radical social change. No longer would the state look after
you from cradle to grave – now it was every man for
himself, greed is good and the markets are the hand of
god.

London became a city of tribes. The vast youth culture
categories of the preceding decades shattered into
shards. It was the decade that sub-culture as a way of life
reached it’s zenith before giving way to it’s inevitable scene
surfing conclusion.

It was the best of times, it was

the worst of times



20% of the population has a tattoo and  ‘Peak Tattoo’ isn’t
expected to be reached until 2025.

Since the dawn of time people have been using needles
and sticks, whatever comes to hand, to push ink into their
skins to make tattoos. 

Enter Sarah Lu, who has brought the hand poked tattoo
kicking and screaming into the 21st Century.

Hand Poked / No Electricity is a love letter to stick and
poke tattoo culture. It is a work of art in itself. Not only is
this an artist’s handbook but also a resource book, a
history book and a visual feast of everything single colour.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Hand Poked
/ No Electricity
Stick & Poke Tattoo Culture
Sarah Lu

£14.95
USA$19.95 CAN$26.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-53-8

Dimensions
165x165mm

Pagination
192pp

Format
Hardback

In stylistic terms hand-poking

can be seen in terms of ‘Before

Sarah Lu’ or ‘After Sarah Lu’

19
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£9.95
USA$14.95 CAN$16.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-23-1

Dimensions
127x198mm

Pagination
144pp

Format
Hardback

Burn After Writing
Welcome to the book of you
Sharon Jones

Burn After Writing is a personal journal that invites you to face
all of the big questions in life. 

It’s your own interactive confidante encompassing a
collection of gently probing questions, mind games, thought
experiments and homework assignments - all on your
favourite subject: yourself. Have fun with it, or take it too
seriously, or both. It’s up to you.

The revenge of handwriting:

Who are you now?

How did you get here?

Where are you going?



Burn After Writing TEEN asks the question - who are you
really?  This interactive book acts as the epic teenage journey
of self-discovery. Hundreds of questions pry open the
secrets of your psyche piece by piece. 

Some questions are fun, some are deep and some are just
plain random. You can take it deadly seriously, or just have
fun with it, or both.

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Burn After Writing
TEEN
Rhiannon Shove

£9.95
USA$14.95 CAN$16.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-27-9

Dimensions
127x198mm

Pagination
144pp

Format
Hardback

This book will be a unique

picture of you as you are right

now, as you will never

be again

21
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Retrographic
The world’s most iconic images
transformed into living colour
Curated Michael D. Carroll

£19.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-50-7

Dimensions
285x235mm

Pagination
192pp

Format
Hardback

Through the careful selection of striking images and
dedicated colourization research, Retrographic will take you
on a visual tour of the distant past. Many of these moments
are already burned into our collective memory through the
power of photography as shared by people across the 177-
year long Age of the Image. And now, these visual time
capsules are collected together for the first time and
presented in living colour.

Littered with informative gems and a powerful narrative that
bounces themes of conflict, exploration, progress,
regression, culture and hope across the Age of the Image,
Retrographic is the ultimate celebration of human
civilization’s most impactful medium.

Retrographic will take you

on a visual tour of the

distant past

22
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A.F.K.
Away From The Keyboard
Anna Maria Kiosse & Callum Shove

£9.95
USA$16.95 CAN$22.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-29-3

Dimensions
210x210mm

Pagination
144pp

Format
Softback

Every parent knows that love hate relationship we all have
with screen time. How much is too much? We want them to
be tech-literate, but we also feel guilty that they are glued
to a screen. Who has time to organise creative activities for
their kids these days?

What if you could give them an instant, ready made
creative mini-project to get them away from the console
and up at the big table, working with their hands, eyes and
imaginations?

Enter AFK. Give them a reason to be away from the
keyboard. 

AFK is a highly interactive

sourcebook for expanding

creative 8 to 12 year old

young minds



On a scale of one to America how free are you
tonight?

Wassup babygurl!?

You make me wanna knit us matching sweaters.

I can’t believe they let me text during the exam!

Switch your phone off sweety you have school in
the morning.

So we hittin the burger bar or what?

I’m at the store. What goldfish do you want?

This goat is eating your chair. Can I shoot it now?

I’m looking forward to yesterday!

Thanks for signing up to CAT FACTS. You will now
receive fun daily facts about CATS!

Everything has gone according to plan. Be ready.

Yeah? You receive the following teks.

What do you teksbak?

TEKSMEBAK

www.carpetbombingculture.co.uk

Ask Me, Ask Me, Ask Me
Random Questions
for Awesome Conversations
Patrick Potter

£6.95
USA$9.95 CAN$13.50

ISBN
978-1-908211-52-1

Dimensions
178x121mm

Pagination
128pp

Format
Softback

Imagine that you have in your pocket a magical book of
spells to make any conversation massively, massively,
massively awesome. Well now you have! The art of
conversation is alive and kicking and you are the artist.
What is the secret of being fascinating? Be fascinated…

Anytime, anywhere, online or offline, flip open the book and
start asking! Pass it round. Take turns. Invent games. Make
up new rules. If the chat is dry, this book is the rain. If the
banter is awkward this book is the confidence boost.

This book makes you the most fun person in the group to
talk to in any situation.

Go on, ask me, ask me, ask me!

The teenagers go to book of

precisely one squillion

questions to ask friends

24
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Interview You
Who do you think you are?
Patrick Potter
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YOU
WHO DO 
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£6.95
USA$9.95 CAN$13.95

ISBN
978-1908211-43-9

Dimensions
178x121mm

Pagination
128pp

Format
Paperback

INTERVIEW YOU helps you figure out who you really are by
helping you to figure out what you really think. Just like a
massive extended interview with a celebrity - except the star
is you. Use it alone or use it on your friends and relationships
like some crazy question mark shaped Tiger Balm.

It’s absolutely stuffed with the finest curated interrogatives
custom designed for blowing the mind wide open.

AFK is a highly interactive

sourcebook for expanding

creative 8 to 12 year old

young minds
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THIS IS
A GAME

OF SELF-
DISCOVERY.

OR IS IT
A GAME OF

SELF-
CREATION? 

ALL T NO SHADE

It isn’t throwing shade if it comes from a place of
truth, right? Truth hurts. Truth comes from a place
of truth. It’s called Truth Land. You can take the
kids there on holiday. It’s great. A word of warning
- there is no shade at Truth Land, so you will need
sun block. Stay classy.

1. Would you want to be your own friend?

2. Are you the kind of person you would hang out
with?

3. What is the meaning of life?

4. Do you know first aid?

5. Could you give someone CPR?

6. Would you rather fail at something epic or
succeed at something mundane?

7. Who would you give three wishes to?

8. If you could make anyone in the world your slave
for a day who would it be and what would you
make them do?

9. If it was easy to switch, would you consider being
a different gender for a day?

10. Your house is on fire. There are no people inside.
You can save one thing. What do you choose?

11. You have won $1,000,000 Brewster Style and
you have to give it all away by midnight. What do
you do?

43
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The Dark Carnival
Portraits from the Endless Night
Derek Ridgers

£29.95
USA$45.00 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-38-5

Dimensions
285x235mm

Pagination
216pp

Format
Hardback

Derek Ridgers has been stalking the clubs and streets of the
dark carnival for many years - indulging in his obsession for
collecting the images, the fleeting impressions of people
dressed up for the florious night.

At last he serves up a delicious cornucopia of the finest of
images, carefully selected and curated by the man himself.
Anyone who loves street style, youth subcultures, portrait
photography and the curious human penchant for playing
dressing up, will find this collection a darkly fascinating
celebration of night life to pore over again and again.

A darkly fascinating

celebration of 5 decades

of London’s alternative

nightlife
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Punk London 1977
Derek Ridgers

£14.95
USA$19.95 CAN$21.95

ISBN
978-1908211-44-6

Dimensions
248x197mm

Pagination
160pp

Format
Softback

1977. Most people blinked and missed it. Many spent a
decade trying to catch up. Derek Ridgers stumbled across
it by accident, where it was, in the beating filthy heart of the
Roxy in middle of a derelict slum called Covent Garden. 

Ridgers captured the first wave. Kids in the crowd, never
before seen. The punks who made their own clothes
because you couldn’t buy punk clothes. The punks who got
beaten up time and again for making themselves into
targets. Rebellion before it got easy.

You won’t see these kids anywhere in the magazines. They
weren’t trying to get famous. 

1977 will happen again.

1977 is happening somewhere,

for someone, right now
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BANKSY
MYTHS & LEGENDS

VoLuMe 2

CoLlEcTeDÊBy mArCÊLeVeRtOn

t  
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Banksy
Myths & Legends Vol 2
Mark Leverton

£5.95
USA$9.95 CAN$10.95

ISBN - Volume 2
978-1-908211-31-6

Dimensions
105x148mm

Pagination
96pp

Format Softback

Some of these stories are quite old and have been told so
many times they have become the stuff of legend, others are
more questionable and best described as myths. Some are
laugh out loud bollocks and others are simply gossip. You
be the judge.

Banksy
Myths & Legends Vol 1
Mark Leverton

£5.95
USA$9.95 CAN$10.95

ISBN - Volume 1
978-1-908211-01-9

Dimensions
105x148mm

Pagination
96pp

Format Softback

No single living artist has created as many myths, rumours
and legends as Banksy. Many of the tales in these books are
from Bristol, some are from further afield. What they share is
that they are all told with the wide eyed wonder which Banksy
inspires. Volume I was collated between 2009 and 2011, and
Volume II between 2011 and 2015.

Special Delivery

Banksy rarely gives any personal details
away, but might a string of pieces over
2012 and 2013 provide some insight
into his personal life?

The first in this 'trilogy' is 'Bird has got
the horn', a bird sits perched on a badly
sketched penis. There was no reply from
Banksy sources when we enquired if this
was drawn to scale.
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Hunting the Killer Idea
Nick McFarlane

£14.95
USA$24.95 CAN$34.95

ISBN
978-1908211-34-7

Dimensions
185x250mm

Pagination
200pp

Format Softback

Killer Ideas are out there – wild and free, powerful and
dangerous. They’re the alpha ideas that rule over the jungle.
Assembling the strongest ideas and sharpest insights from
around the world, Hunting the Killer Idea is the definitive
guide to creativity. An artist, anarchist, ad-legend and rock
star are among the many hunters who reveal the method
behind the madness.

£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-1908211-41-5

Dimensions
285x220mm

Pagination
216pp

Format Hardback

From the filth and the fury to the elegant extravaganza, ‘Peter
Gravelle’, has remained in the shadows of punk rock, low
culture and high fashion, deflecting attention while steadily
producing an epic body of iconic work.

‘The Death of Photography’ is a tour de force, a high end art
book showcasing forty years of the best punk, fashion and
portraiture of Gravelle’s career. Heavily stylised images are
woven together with Gravelle’s own fascinating recollections
from a live lived in technicolour.

The Death
of Photography
The Shooting Gallery
Peter Gravelle



PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHANE THOMS

Haikyo
The Modern Ruins of Japan
Shane Thoms

£19.95
USA$34.95 CAN$47.00

ISBN
978-1-908211-46-0

Dimensions
251x251mm

Pagination
216pp

Format Hardback

Stepping away from the lights and into the shadows, one
adventurous photographer embarks on an underground
voyeuristic journey, documenting a curious collection of
images that provide a rare and intimate glimpse into a secret,
mysterious and sometimes bizarre world. 

Autopsy of America
The Death of a Nation
Seph Lawless

£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$53.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-49-1

Dimensions
251x251mm

Pagination
200pp

Format Hardback

Autopsy of America takes you through the tattered
remnants of the United States of America in a way that you
never seen before.  The beautiful apocalyptic landscapes
consisting of abandoned schools, factories, shopping
malls, amusement parks, theaters, hospitals, sport arenas,
homes even entire towns offer a visual diagnostic to some
of the county's true ills. 

30
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SOVIETGHOSTS

REBECCALITCHFIELD

   
    

       
         

         
        

      
      

      
       
        

Soviet Ghosts
The Soviet Union Abandoned:
A Communist Empire in Decay
Rebecca Litchfield

£19.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-16-3

Dimensions
254x254mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

A photographers journey behind what was the Iron Curtain
delivering a compelling narrative of both moral bankruptcy
and flawed ideology. Featuring stunning imagery throughout,
this stunning road trip through the old USSR, breathes new
life into these forgotten places, finding both beauty and
meaning in their post-apocalyptic decay.

Return to Fukushima
Rebecca Bathory
(Soviet Ghosts)

FUKUSHIMA
REBECCA BATHORY

RETURN TO

£19.95
USA$29.95 CAN$34.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-48-4

Dimensions
249x246mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

As one of the first photographers to be granted access to
the site, Bathory now presents never-before-seen images
which provide a unique and moving meditation on human
failure seen through the lens of an accomplished artist.

Bathory’s images take you behind the scenes of the ghost
town that is Fukushima, at turns heartbreaking and
devastating.  These photographs ask the question - what
next for a nuclear future?



 
 

Matthew Christopher
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Abandoned America
Dismantling the Dream
Matthew Christopher

£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$55.95

ISBN
978-1908211-42-2

Dimensions
251x251mm

Pagination
240pp

Format Hardback

Following on from his bestselling title Abandoned America:
The Age of Consequences, Matthew Christopher brings us
Abandoned America: Dismantling The Dream.

From the heartbreaking story of a state school that would
become home to one of the country's worst cases of fatal
neglect and abuse to the shattered remains of what was
once the largest mall in the United States, "Abandoned
America: Dismantling the Dream" asks what leads us to leave
places behind and what the consequences are of doing so.

Ask the Dust
Romain Veillon

£24.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-1908211-36-1

Dimensions
251x251mm

Pagination
216pp

Format Hardback

Ask the Dust is a feast of urban ruin photography, executed
in gorgeous full colour, full page spreads framed by the
considerations of the young French adventurer behind the
camera. Featuring a potent blend of haunting images of
never before seen locations and new angles on classic
subjects - Ask the Dust is a visual treat for anyone who
cannot keep their eyes away from the elegant corruption of
decomposing buildings.
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Beauty in Decay II
Urbex II
RomanyWG

£19.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-10-1

Dimensions
260x260mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

Beauty in Decay. Urbex and The Art of Urban Exploration
published by CarpetBombingCulture in August 2010 broke
new ground in exploring the global phenomenan of Urban
Exploration. The original book garnered critical acclaim and
polarised opionion while featuring across both national and
international press including a Sunday Times feature. This
time the HDR is paired down and the spectacle ramped up.

£19.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-4-6

Dimensions
260x260mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

"Take nothing but photographs, leave nothing but footprints."
This is the unspoken rule of urban explorers, who sometimes
risk their safety, police records, and even their lives to explore
abandoned buildings, sewers and storm drains, transit
tunnels, utility tunnels, high-security areas of inhabited
buildings, and even catacombs such as those in Chenobyl,
Rome, Odessa and Naples.

Beauty in Decay
Urbex
RomanyWG
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Abandoned Futures
A Journey to the Posthuman World
Tong Lam

£19.95
USA$34.95 CAN$38.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-13-2

Dimensions
240x240mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

Abandoned Futures’ is a breathtaking global overview of the
decay and abandonment that sits in the midsts of humanities
constant push towards an uncertain future. It’s a visual epic
dedicated to the edge of our power, where human industry
fails and decay takes over. These are the landscapes that
give the lie to our dreams of immortality. Humanity versus
nature. It looks like we won the war. But at what cost?

Abandoned Planet 
The definitive document of
cinematic abandoned photography
Andre Govia

£24.95
USA$45.00 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-26-2

Dimensions
256x256mm

Pagination
264pp

Format Hardback

Abandoned Planet is a unique document of exploring places
caught in a time-warp, locations where history is frozen in
time. Many of these images are downright spooky ranging
from the elegant and hauntingly beautiful, to a scare factor
that is the stuff of nightmares. 
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Nightwatch
Painting with Light
Noel Kerns

£24.95
USA$45.00 CAN$49.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-02-6

Dimensions
260x260mm

Pagination
264pp

Format Hardback

NIGHTWATCH: PAINTING WITH LIGHT is the first book from
Kerns, one of the world’s foremost practitioners of the art of
light-painting. Join him as he ventures into the darkness of
the American Southwest, exploring remote desert ghost
towns under a full moon, or prowling the abandoned,
seemingly post-apocalyptic structures of America’s industrial
wastelands.

States of Decay
Urbex New York & America’s
forgotten North East
Daniel Barter & Daniel Marbaix

£19.95
USA$34.95 CAN$38.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-12-5

Dimensions
240x240mm

Pagination
160pp

Format Hardback

A new breed of urban adventurers take a savage ride
through the invisible story of the North Eastern USA. From
NYC to the infamous Rust Belt, once home to America’s
heavy industry, States of Decay brings you a glimpse of the
broken, the doomed, the entropic dreamlands on the flipside
of the silver dollar coin. This book will ask disturbing
questions and inspire unexpected answers from anyone with
an imagination and a heart.
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Ron English’s
Fauxlosophy
Ron English

£6.95
USA$10.95 CAN$13.95

ISBN
978-1908211-45-3

Dimensions
140x140mm

Pagination
196p

Format Softback

A compelling collection of the artist's sayings accompanied
by his own iconic images. 

Ron English is one of the most prolific and recognisable
American artists alive today. Considered the Godfather of
Street Art, he has appeared in movies such as Exit through
the Gift Shop and Supersize Me and as a character of
himself on the Simpsons.

New York-based, his work is shown in galleries and
museums worldwide.

UnSanctioned
The Art on New York Streets

Katherine ‘Luna Park’ Lorimer

£19.95
USA$29.95 CAN$39.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-33-0

Dimensions
240x196mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

Luna Park has spent the last ten years cataloging the art she
found on NYC streets. She quickly learned that for those that
pay attention, the street can provide as much of an arts
education as a museum. Ever since the City banished graffiti
from the subway trains, it’s streets have developed into a
vast playground for a complex culture, made up of distinct
communities, each with their own hierarchies, values and
sets of rules.
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Burn After Reading
RomanyWG

£9.95
USA$16.95 CAN$18.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-06-4

Dimensions
200x140mm

Pagination
256pp

Format Hardback

Legal or illegal graffiti. It’s sometimes beautiful, sometimes
ugly, but given time it can bee breathtaking in it's skill of
execution. Mural graffiti, although it may be unfashionable to
say so – is impressive at least in part because it's really
bloody difficult to do it well.

Sadly these murals take too long to create for the illegal stuff
to proliferate. So, until the revolution of consciousness when
our leaders will simultaneously attain enlightenment and put
up or shut up, budding muralists need to find legal walls.

GraffBook
The Graffiti Sketchbook
Everything for the armchair graffiti artistG

GRAFFBOOK

£12.95
USA$19.95 CAN$21.95

ISBN
978-1908211-25-5

Dimensions
297x210mm

Pagination
168pp

Format Hardback

Unleash your inner graffiti writer all over the walls, trains,
subways and freighters in this beautiful black book. No
CCTV. No cops. No rabid dogs. Just tonnes of inspirational
illustration for you to deface, bomb over and throw up on at
will.

GraffBook is all about inspiring you to be the most creative
you possibly can be with a nib and an imagination.

• Printed on 2 distinctive paper stocks
• 120 pages of uncoated art paper
• 48 pages of matte coated art paper
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Untitled. II
The Beautiful Renaissance
Gary Shove

£14.95
USA$29.95 CAN$32.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-2-2

Dimensions
286x246mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Softback

Could Untitled II live up to my expectations? In short, it does!
I just pulled a half dozen street art books out off my shelf to
compare, and it is clear that the guys behind Untitled II have
spared no expense in printing or finding the best photos.But
the truth is that pictures are only half the story with Untitled
II. The text alone is reason to buy this book...Vandalog.

Untitled. 
Street Art in the Counter Culture
Gary Shove

£14.95
USA$29.95 CAN$32.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-0-8

Dimensions
234x221mm

Pagination
196pp

Format Hardback

I've got every darn book printed on the scene including my
now much revered first edition of Faith of Graffiti by dear
dead Norman Mailer and this magnificent tome beats them
all, even anything by El Banksy. Really it's a great book, part
fiction, part document, it's in a category all of it's
own...Beautiful Crime.

Not to be filed under history, photography, design or non-
fiction, as it contains outright lies and outrageous subjective
opinion, this book is definitely about street art.
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Out of Sight
Urban Art in Abandoned Spaces
RomanyWG

£19.95
USA$39.95 CAN$43.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-7-7

Dimensions
260x260mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

Not all art craves attention, some of it hides in the secret
places. Some of it is buried treasure, out in the urban
wilderness, left scattered in empty rooms of derelict buildings
like strange markings left by an unknown tribe. These works
are gifts given only to the occasional explorer, found in
abandoned factories, warehouses, industrial sites and
deconsecrated churches. This is art you have to earn by
leaving the designated areas and heading out past the No
Entry signs of the urban environment.

Untitled. III
This is Street Art
Gary Shove

£16.95
USA$29.95 CAN$32.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-5-3

Dimensions
235x230mm

Pagination
192pp

Format Hardback

Comical but quite cynical words gently probe and provoke
the reader throughout on areas such as advertising, hype,
society, urban life, rebellion, legislation and other street art
related topics but it’s the quality of photography that set’s it
head and shoulders above the current spate of pretenders.
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Shitsville UK
Monty Cantsin

£9.95
USA$16.95 CAN$18.95

ISBN
978-1-908211-14-9

Dimensions
200x170mm

Pagination
256pp

Format Hardback

I used to think that the British were classy, heaven knows,
they’re miserable now. There’s a new book out and it’s
saying that your home town is the most awful, vile, disgusting
conurbation of degenerate, thumbless, vomit-faced, genetic-
throwbacks the civilised world has ever known.

You are outraged.

You are also desperate to read exactly what it says.

This is Shitsville UK.

Quoteskine Volume 1

Lee Crutchley

£9.95
USA$16.95 CAN$18.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-9-1

Dimensions
210x130mm

Pagination
144pp

Format Hardback

Call it anti-illustation if you want. Lee Crutchley's Quoteskine
project takes doodling to a whole new level.

It celebrates the love of drawing and the subject matter that
inspires each image. Taking in references from movies,
books, music, famous figures and even some self penned
quotes. Quoteskine is drawing for grown ups.
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The Mindless
Colouring Book
Braindead Colouring for Exhausted People

£5.95
USA$9.95 CAN$13.95

ISBN
978-1908211-47-7

Dimensions
297x210mm

Format Softback Finally! A grown-up colouring book for immature grown-ups.
It’s a bit less Zen and bit like ‘scratching a crudely illustrated
penis on your local bus stop’.

Cement Eclipses
Small Interventions in the Big City
Isaac Cordal

£12.95
USA$16.95 CAN$18.95

ISBN
978-0-9559121-8-4

Dimensions
214x146mm

Pagination
256pp

Format Hardback

Cordal’s concrete sculptures are like little magical gifts to the
public that only a few lucky people will see and love but so
many more will have missed.

Left to their own devices throughout London Cordal  what
really makes these pieces magical is their placement. They
bring new meaning to little corners of the urban environment.
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SALES CONTACTS

Noortje Van Lienen
Head of Export Sales 
Abrams & Chronicle Books
E: nvanlienen@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2071
M: +44 (0)7939 662379

Tabitha Ward
Director of Trade Sales 
Abrams & Chronicle Books 
E: tward@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2078 

Alice Balfour
Sales Coordinator 
Abrams & Chronicle Books 
E: abalfour@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2077 

Sharon Gordon
Head of Special Sales
Abrams & Chronicle Books
E: sgordon@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2062
M: +44 (0)7538 811433
South of England, South Wales, 
North Wales, Midlands, 
North of England, Scotland 

Sangeeta Dhayatker
New Business Manager
Abrams & Chronicle Books 
E: sdhayatker@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2072
M: +44 (0)7535 681508

IRELAND SALES

John Fitzpatrick / Siobhan Mullett
58 New Vale Cottages, Shankill, County Dublin, Ireland 
M: +353 87 2469859
E: fitzmullbooks@eircom.net

EUROPE SALES

France
InterArt
11, Rue de l'Est, 75020 Paris, France
T: +33 14349 3660
E: commercial@interart.fr

Nordic Countries
Melanie Boesen
Mediehuset Rubrik, Vandkunsten 6, 2, DK-1467
Copenhagen, Denmark
T: +45 33 13 75 54
E: melanie@post6.tele.dk

SALES & DISTRIBUTION
USA & CANADA

Ingram Publisher Services
Customer Service, Box 631, 14 Ingram Blvd, La Vergne, TN 37086
Telephone: 866-400-5351
Fax Orders: 800-838-1149
Email: ips@ingramcontent.com

REST OF THE WORLD

DISTRIBUTION

Littlehampton Book Services Ltd
Faraday Close, Durrington, West Sussex
BN13 3RB, UK
For orders:
T: +44 (0)1903 828501
F: +44 (0)1903 828801
E: customerservices@lbsltd.co.uk
www.lbsltd.co.uk

SALES REPRESENTATION

Abrams & Chronicle Books 
HEAD OFFICE: 3rd Floor, 161-165 Farringdon
Road, London EC1R 3AL, UK
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2060
E: info@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
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Germany, Austria and Switzerland
Gabriele Kern Publishers’ Services
Ziegenhainer Strasse 169, D-60433 Frankfurt, Germany 
T: +49 69 510 694 
E: gabriele.kern@publishersservices.de

The Netherlands & Belgium
Francine Siemer-Ankersmit
62DAMRAK, Zeverijnstraat 14, 1216 GK, Hilversum,
The Netherlands 
T: +31 62 623 6768
E: f.siemer@62damrak.nl

Italy & Portugal
Padovani Books
Penny Padovani
NA La Chiesa 9, Pergo-Cortona (AR), 52044, Italy
T: +39 05 7561 4338
E: penny@padovanibooks.com

Greece
Padovani Books
Isabella Curtis 
4 Odos Plutarchou, Athens 106 76, Greece
T: +30 210 721 8995
E: isabella@padovanibooks.com

Spain
Padovani Books
Jenny Padovani Frias
CARRER DE CASTELLA 26, 5º-2ª
Barcelona 08018 , Spain
T: +34 93 221 8561
E: jenny@padovanibooks.com

Russia & Eastern Europe
Cristian Juncu
Str. Fabricii nr. 2B-A, bl.15D, ap.36, Bucharest 060823,
Romania
T: +40 722 454 800
E: Cristian@j4.ro

REST OF WORLD SALES

Turkey & Middle East
Noortje van Lienen
Head of Export Sales
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2071
M: +44 (0)7939 662379
E: nvanlienen@abramsandchronicle.co.uk

Australia and New Zealand 
Thames & Hudson 
Australia LTD PTY
11 Central Boulevard, Portside Business Park,
Fisherman’s Bend, Victoria 3207, Australia 
T: +61 396 467 788
E: enquiries@thaust.com.au

Caribbean 
Lynda Hopkins/Chris Humphrys
Humphrys Roberts Associates 
5 Voluntary Place, Wanstead, London E11 2RP
T: +44 (0)208 530 5028
E: humph4hra@aol.com

Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Mauritius,
Seychelles, Zambia, Malawi, Ghana, Nigeria,
Sierra Leone and Cameroon
Anita Zih-De Haan
A-Z Africa Services
105b Prins Mauritssingel, 3043 PE Rotterdam,
The Netherlands
T: +31 10 415 4250
E: anita.zih@azabs.nl

South America
David Williams
32 Pickwick Road, London SE21 7JW 
T: +44 20 7274 7113
E: david@intermediaamericana.com

South Africa, Swaziland, Lesotho, Namibia 
and Botswana
Peter Hyde Associates
5/7 Speke Street, (Corner Nelson Street), Observatory,
Cape Town 7935, South Africa
T: +27 (0)21 447 5300
F: +27 (0)21 447 1430
E: peter@peterhyde.co.za 

North Asia, Southeast Asia
Noortje van Lienen
Head of Export Sales
T: +44 (0)20 7713 2071
M: +44 (0)7939 662379
E: nvanlienen@abramsandchronicle.co.uk

If your region is not represented above, please contact:
internationalsales@abramsandchronicle.co.uk
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